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Executive Summary
One common theme kept resurfacing during these sessions: the opportunity for the city to educate
residents about services that impact their lives.
The group of citizens brought together for these discussions value their community and its neighborhoods.
While they were generally complimentary about the delivery and level of core city services, there was also
a sense that some of their opinions were based on a lack of relevant information which could be overcome
with a series of educational and informational campaigns. There is a desire for more open communication
and coordinated effort to improve the overall climate in the community.
On the central topic of stormwater the group mostly had a narrow immediate definition which did broaden
only slightly as the conversations continued. Even later in the sessions there was no in-depth response to
some of the major contributors to the problem. In general, the participants seemed to accept they are part
of the existing problems and offered several broad examples, but few specifics.
Few of the participants indicated any willingness to engage in reporting suspected pollution violations.
Most were unaware of a reporting system being in place. Few were aware of the magnets designed to
encourage reporting and most doubted their effectiveness. It was during this initial conversation that a
stronger educational component to city-generated information was first discussed. However, while the
desire to learn more was apparent, there was also no clear consensus on how a multi-faceted approach to
increase overall awareness would be undertaken.
Following the presentation of the in-group survey, it was interesting to note that some responses within
the live discussion did not coincide with the survey results. Many who had not indicated any change in
personal habits indicated they had taken steps when asked in the survey.
The issue of enforcement is sensitive, in terms of cost to homeowners and businesses, and available city
resources. And, there’s a real concern about privacy protection for those who report suspected violations.
This was yet another point in the sessions when education was widely discussed,
The current stormwater newsletter is not widely recognized as an information or educational source, nor is
it widely read. However, while the participants generally agreed it would be beneficial to get more stories
to the public there was no consensus on how best to do so.
Part of the lack of awareness might have its roots in the lack of understanding about basic core services,
and how and why they’re delivered in the manner in which they are. Without this basic knowledge, most
found it impossible to determine whether the city’s efforts are effective or failing. Whether it be street
sweeping, mowing operations or snow removal, there were few with any knowledge of the entire scope of
city efforts. One city attempt to educate the public about mowing practices was viewed negatively
because of a sense that the effort was more of an excuse than an explanation of sound practice; again, yet
another educational opportunity presents itself.
By and large, city residents brought together for these focus groups seemed to accept that city budgets
and manpower have been necessarily changed because of current economic conditions. But, they agreed
several times that a renewed educational effort would go far in informing citizens about how the city is
coping with these current levels, why some actions are taken over others, the successes they’ve had in
providing core services, how residents can respond, and what the city might be expecting in return from
residents interested in improving life and conditions within the community.
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Background
Zenith Research Group, Inc., was contacted by a representative of the City of Superior’s
Environmental Services Division in May 2011, and invited to submit a proposal to conduct focus
group research among citizens of Superior concerning water quality, pollution, illicit discharges and
stormwater related issues . The division of Public Works was particularly interested in
understanding how citizens perceived and determined how individual actions impacted overall
water quality, including those actions undertaken by employees of the City of Superior.
Zenith Research Group presented its proposal in June 2011. Upon acceptance of the proposal, a
contract between the City of Superior and Zenith Research Group was implemented on August 24,
2011.
Zenith Research Group proposed a series of three focus group panels to be held in November. The
company also suggested citizens would be recruited through telephone contacts, attempting to
reach a diverse segment of the population with representation from most neighborhoods in the
community.
As participant recruitment began, representatives of Zenith Research Group and Environmental
Services began the development of the focus group discussion guide. City staff presented a series
of suggested topics and also selected printed handouts that would be distributed for review during
the focus group sessions. Copies of these materials are available for review at the Environmental
Services offices.
A final discussion guide document was approved on October 4.
The three focus group sessions were held on November 9 and November 17 in the large meeting
room of the Superior Public Library. A light meal was provided for each participant, and each
participant was paid $35 at the conclusion of their session. Each focus group session lasted
between 75 and 90 minutes and was recorded for Zenith Research Group use by a representative
of Superior’s cable television group. This video is not available for public review.
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Participant Selection
A decision was made early in the focus group planning process not to segment the focus group
participants by demographic characteristics such as age or other criteria, although this information
was gathered during the recruitment phase. ( A review of the participant profiles appears on the
following pages. )
To assist in scheduling, each of the prospective participants was asked to respond with their
preferred day and time. Based on the responses, the final selection of panelists was determined.
Of the 45 citizens selected, 40 attended the sessions.
§

Group 1 had 14 participants and met at 6:00pm on Wednesday, November 9.

§

Group 2 had 14 participants and met at 5:00pm on Thursday, November 17.

§

Group 3 had 12 participants and met at 7:00pm on Thursday, November 17.

Participants selected in Group 1 were from
14 different city wards; Group 2 and
Group 3 participants selected were from
13 different wards.

Group 1 Wards

Group 2 Wards

Group 3 Wards

5

2

1

6

3

6

7

11

7

10

12

9

11

18

10

12

20

15

14

21

25

15

25

26

20

31

29

28

35

30

30

36

40

35

41

41

41

45

45

45
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Participant Profile
Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

Allouez

1

1

1

Billings Park

2

4

Central Park

0

Downtown
East End

Neighborhood

Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

Itasca

0

0

0

2

Midtown

2

4

2

2

0

North End

2

0

2

1

0

0

South Superior

2

0

1

2

0

2

University Area

2

3

2

Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

Male

7

6

3

Female

7

8

9

Sex

Neighborhood

Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

Caucasian

14

14

12

African-African American

0

0

0

Asian-Asian American

0

0

0

Race

Age
18 to 24

1

2

5

Hispanic-Latino

0

0

0

25 to 34

2

0

4

American Indian-Native
American

0

0

0

35 to 44

2

1

0

45 to 54

4

2

2
Own Home

10

8

7

55 to 64

3

6

1
Rent

4

6

5

65 to 74

2

3

0

Yes

0

2

0

No

4

4

5

Home Ownership

Previous Home Owner

Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

Yes

13

14

12

No

1

0

0

Registered to Vote

Previous City Worker
Yes

1

1

0

No

13

13

12
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Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

Very Involved

1

2

1

Somewhat Involved

5

5

8

Not Very Involved

7

4

3

Not At All Involved

1

3

0

Community Involvement

Attend-View-Listen to City Council

Page 3

Very Often

0

1

0

Sometimes

4

4

5

Rarely

4

5

3

Never

6

4

4
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Participant Profile
Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

Group
1

Group
2

Group
3

Less than 1 year

0

0

0

No High School Diploma

0

0

0

1 year to 2 years

0

0

0

High School Graduate

7

6

4

3 years to 5 years

3

0

0

2-year College-Technical Degree

4

6

5

6 years to 10 years

2

4

1

4-year College Degree

1

0

2

11 years to 15 years

1

0

2

Master’s Degree or Higher

2

2

1

16 years to 20 years

0

1

2

21 years to 30 years

1

3

6

Administrative

1

0

2

31 years to 40 years

3

0

1

Business Owner

1

0

0

More than 40 years

4

6

0

Laborer

2

0

0

Clerical Worker

0

1

1

Length of Residency

Household Size

Education

Occupation

One

3

3

1

Homemaker

2

0

1

Two

5

5

1

Professional

3

3

3

Three

1

3

8

Retired

2

6

0

Four

1

3

2

Sales-Marketing

0

1

1

Five or More

4

0

2

Self Employed

0

1

1

Student

2

0

1

Children Under 17
None

8

10

5

Service

0

1

1

One

0

3

5

Unemployed

1

1

1

Two

3

1

1

Three

1

0

1

Less than $25,000

3

1

0

Four or more

2

0

0

$25,001 to $35,000

2

5

3

$35,001 to $45,000

2

2

3

Marital Status

Household Income

Never Married

2

4

4

$45,001 to $60,000

5

1

0

Married

9

7

5

$60,001 to $75,000

1

1

1

Partner/Committed
Relationship

0

0

2

$75,001 to $100,000

0

0

4

$100,001 to $150,000

1

2

1

Divorced

3

2

1

More than $150,000

0

2

0

Widowed

0

1

0
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Key Findings
The key findings within the report are presented by question and/or topic as each was discussed
within the groups, generally coinciding with the outline of the discussion guide. Where
appropriate, significant comments will be labeled by the group within which they were made. Each
focus group session began with an introduction by Zenith Research Group facilitators Duke Skorich
and Patty McNulty who explained the purpose of the focus group, and the guidelines under which
the session would be conducted. Only one of the participants had any previous experience with a
focus group. There were no questions prior to the introduction of panel members. As each session
began, each participant was asked to introduce themselves, identify the neighborhood in which
they lived, and to identify how long they have lived in Superior.

Panel Introductions
What one word comes to mind when you think of the city of Superior?
The opening comments centered around three basic themes: family, community and neighborhood. It is
interesting to note there were no negative first impressions. Responses included:
•
Family, friends, community, neighborhoods, nice little town, peaceful, low crime, natural, quiet,
closeness, safety, beauty, hope, camaraderie, home, potential, opportunity, education, and lake.

What’s important to you about living in Superior?
The respondents did not offer any wider views or opinions than those reflected in their initial comments.
Rather, they built on the central core values they hold dear as Superior residents: their sense of home and
community, friendly and safe neighborhoods, and being surrounded by family and friends.
Unlike previous sessions, there was virtually no discussion about the desire for higher paying jobs, lower
taxes or the business environment and economy.in general.

Thinking for a moment about the services provided by the City of Superior, what do you believe
the City of Superior does best?
Participants were particularly complementary of the services provided by the city’s police department and
garbage hauling/collection services, although a comment later in the session indicated a desire for closer
inspection of collection dates throughout the community and a desire for even better service at controlling
trash scattered throughout the community.
The group was generally complementary of plowing efforts during the winter season, although there were
differences of opinion that seemed to be dictated more by the participant’s address than any thing else.
Although the conversation wasn’t broad, there was some discussion about the willingness of city leaders to
listen to members of the community. However, later discussion highlighted some concern about the ability
to get an adequate response from some departments within city government.
.
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If you could suggest any one thing the City of Superior could do better, what would that be?
As satisfied as participants seemed to be earlier, there was a change in mood once this topic was raised, with
no shortage of suggestions for improvement. Among the comments:
“We need better roads, roads with curbs and gutters. And, our alleys are a disaster.”
“I don’t think we do a good enough job cleaning up after snow in the Spring. The winter’s debris is allowed
to sit for far too long.”
We need to do something to control runoff from Murphy Oil. Their runoff gets into the creek nearby and it’s
bad for area residents. It stinks and needs to be cleaned up. We need better enforcement.”
There just has to be a better coordination of efforts throughout the community. There’s good ideas
suggested, but nobody to take the ball and run with it. It just gets lost in the shuffle and we suffer and our
current condition lingers as a result.”
“I can’t ever get anybody from the city to call me back. I’m forced to work through my council person. They
seem to want a system where we have to go through channels. I should be able to call the department I
need help from and get something done. When people need an answer, they want it now. The flow of
communication seems to only go one way and that should be a matter of concern.”
“We need to do something about controlling the damage done by how water drains so our basements aren’t
always being flooded.”

Panel Non-Prompt Response
We’re going to talk about water – protecting water quality, pollution prevention and
stormwater. We may not directly bring up the topics of stormwater separation or any fee
structure, but the conversation and discussion is yours to determine. Let’s begin by having you
define stormwater pollution.
The participants immediately focused on roadways and automobiles. “It’s clearly the salt and grime on the
roads and stuff that comes off our cars like gas and oil that find their way into our drains.” There were few
additional comments.

How do each of you think you contribute to stormwater pollution – or do you believe you’re not
part of an overall problem?
Virtually all participants agreed they contribute to an overall problem. “It’s just part of living. I think we all do
it, even if some people don’t know it or – sadly – don’t care.” “It’s true everybody does it. Our houses, roofs,
driveway, the whole bit causes runoff and we’re all guilty.” Some specifics included the use of chemical
applications on lawns, washing cars at home, power-washing siding without controlling or collecting paint
debris, salt that’s applied to driveways and sidewalks, dumping hazardous waste products down the sink
drain, failure to clean up after lawn mowing, and the failure of pet owners to pick up waste.
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What would you do – if anything – if you saw someone, either an individual or a business or even
a city worker deliberately causing pollution? Do you know how to report a suspected violation?
And, would it make a difference to you if you knew the person?
The majority of opinion throughout the three sessions was typical of the very first comment offered in the
first of the panels: “Most of us don’t do anything because we don’t want to be challenged. Sometimes we
don’t think one person doing something makes a difference anyway. We need to know there are others who
are also concerned. You just have to hope people won’t do something that is harmful or damaging to the
neighborhood.” Overall, just 3 of the 42 participants said they had called a city department to complain
about some action they had witnessed. “I have reported on a neighbor who kept dumping oil in the ditch. I
think people do this all over town. I don’t think I’d ever call again because I don’t want to be labeled a nosy
busy-body.” “I have called using that stormwater magnet for information on who to call. But, I’m not sure I’d
do it again.” Overall, a show of hands in all three sessions indicated 7 people would feel comfortable
reporting a violation by a city employee. Overall, just 5 participants had an idea of who they would call to
report a violation.

What, if anything, could be done to encourage you to take action and report a suspected
violation?
“I guess if you could do it anonymously it would be better so the neighbor didn’t know it was you.” Most all
participants expressed a similar concern and, while most suggested a dedicated hotline would be helpful,
they expressed doubts that the city wouldn’t capture their name and number and make this information
public.
During this point in the discussions each panelist was provided
with the magnet shown on the left.

How many of you have seen these magnets before , and
how many of you have one in your home?
12 of the 42 participants attending the three sessions indicated
they had previously seen the magnets; 4 of the participants
indicated they currently had one in their home.

What do you think of these magnets? Are they effective –
or would you say they are not effective?
While some of the attendees suggested the magnets were a good
idea, few of them believed they were an effective resource,
suggesting they were “more likely get stuck away in a drawer and
forgotten about.”
“I’ve seen this, but until you put it right in front of me I had no idea what it was for or what to do with it.”
When some of the participants suggested a new design which included a website address might be better,
many others indicated a redesign wouldn’t make any difference. “Most people don’t go to their refrigerator
or drawers to look for something they might have stashed away. They go to their phone book.” The
suggestion of relying on the phone book led to a much larger discussion about the inadequacy of current
listings in the phone books. “There’s no real listing in the book that even suggests who we should call, what
department we should talk to. If they want us to call about stormwater pollution, put a listing in their that
says ‘report stormwater problems.’ How hard would that be?”
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What would be better to quickly provide you with information about where and how to report a
suspected stormwater violation or problem?
“It’s hard to know if there’s something better until someone shows you something better.” Some of the
participants suggested it would be helpful if residents, including new residents, were provided with a
package of materials similar to what used to be part of Welcome Wagon packages. Others viewed ongoing
educational programs as a more effective way to alert citizens. “I think we need to figure out a way to
educate people about the consequences of their actions. The magnet is good, I guess, but people need to
know what it means when they do what they’re doing. I think if we’re repeatedly shown the consequences
of stormwater, the shock value of what the result is, you might have a better result.”
Two of the panels did reference the spray-painted images
that have been applied in some areas of the city. “That’s an
effective reminder for kids and others who might be
inclined to dump something down the drain. I think it could
be a better color. But when you get kids involved you’re
increasing awareness because they’ll take that information
home. More education is more effective than a magnet
which isn’t going to really mean anything and isn’t going to
lead to any change in what you do in your everyday life.”
Not all participants were aware of the images, suggesting
they might not have been introduced to all neighborhoods.

What do you think is the most effective way to provide you with information about stormwater
pollution?
Panelists disagreed on what method of communication was most effective. Some preferred newspaper
advertising, some suggested brochures available for the public to pick-up at places they frequently
congregate such as grocery stores. Others suggested television since it’s the media that reaches the most
people. “We get newsletters and other stuff in our bills, but who really takes the time to read them. We all
watch television. Aim the commercials at children, make it part of an educational program available in the
schools and they’ll be certain to go home and deliver the messages to their parents.”

Panel Stormwater Specific – Group Survey
How many of you believe stormwater is a threat to water quality?
Not a single person doubted the detrimental impact of stormwater on water quality.

What do you believe is the number one contributor to stormwater pollution.
Participants offered very few specifics. “I think it’s anything that goes down the sewer whether it comes
from something we do or businesses are doing, like Enbridge, or the dusty and stuff that comes from the
taconite piles.”

At this point in the sessions, all participants were provided with a 4-page survey to complete.
Results are included on the following pages.
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Group Stormwater Survey Results
Which of the following do
you think is the leading
cause of polluted waters in
the United States?

12.5

Uncertain
Discharge from sewage treatment
plants

2.5
40

Polluted stormwater run-off

2.5

Leaking septic systems

12.5

Illegal dumping
Discharge from industrial plants and
other facilities

30
0

50

100

Yes
35%

To the best of your knowledge,
does stormwater flow to a
wastewater treatment plant?

No
65%

Which of the following is
responsible for managing the
stormwater that flows from
your property?

5

Uncertain
Government agencies & property
owner

0
15

The property owner

5

State agencies

75

City of Superior
0
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Group Stormwater Survey Results
Which of the following areas
produces the most
stormwater run-off?

15

Uncertain

75

A large paved parking lot

2.5

A grassy park

0

A forest area

7.5

A wetland area
0

At what level is stormwater
a contributor to the
following problems?

Which of the following
would you most likely
turn to for information
about stormwater
pollution and pollution
prevention practices?

Problem

100

Major

Moderate

Minor

None

Flooding

47.5

35.0

15.0

2.5

Weed and algae growth

20.0

52.5

27.5

0

Negative impact on fish habitat

60.0

27.5

10.0

2.5

Negative impacts on swimming
and beaches

47.5

42.5

10.0

0

Sediment in local streams and
rivers

57.5

35.0

5.0

2.5

Increased temperature in
streams and rivers

27.5

37.5

32.5

2.5

12.5

Uncertain
Environmental/conservation/watershed
organization

17.5
2.5

State university or extension service

30

City of Superior
State pollution control or natural
resource agency

37.5
0
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Group Stormwater Survey Results
At what level do each of the
following contribute to
pollution?

Item

Major

Moderate

Minor

None

Grass clippings, sand and
leaves

5.0

45.0

40.0

10.0

Street sand

20.0

57.5

20.0

2.5

Lawn chemicals

65.0

27.5

7.5

0

Pet waste

37.5

42.5

17.5

2.5

Road salt

70.0

25.0

2.5

2.5

Manure from farm animals

32.5

40.0

25.0

2.5

Improper disposal of household
hazardous waste

62.5

32.5

5.0

0

Improper disposal of used
motor oil and anti-freeze

70.0

27.5

2.5

0

Agricultural fertilizers and
pesticides

60.0

37.5

2.5

0

Do you change your own oil or
go to a service center?

Service
center
77%

Both
13%

Change
myself
10%

Do you sweep your grass
clippings and other yard
waste into the gutter or
street?

No
95%

Yes
0%
Sometimes
5%
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Group Stormwater Survey Results
Do you usually wash your
car at home or take it to a
car wash?

Both
38%

Car
wash
52%

Do you usually pick up after
your dog?

Wash at
home
10%

Yes
50%
No
5%
Sometimes
2%
No dog
43%

Which of the following
have you done in the last
five years to reduce water
run-off from your
property?

22.5

Haven't done any of these
Planted trees or native plants

52.5

Directed downspouts onto lawn of other
areas

52.5

Installed pervious pavers

7.5

Installed a rain garden

10
22.5

Installed a rain barrel
0
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Group Stormwater Survey Results
Please select the response
that best indicates your
current practice regarding
your lawn care.

Do This
Now

Willing to
Do This

Not
Willing to
Do This

NA

Conduct soil test to determine
fertilizer application rates

2.5

52.5

20.0

25.0

Apply chemical fertilizers and
weed killed yearly

20.0

30.0

27.5

22.5

Sweep dry fertilizers and
chemicals off your pavement

20.0

32.5

20.0

27.5

Stop using chemical fertilizers
and weed killers completely

25.0

37.5

20.0

17.5

Clear grass clippings off
sidewalk/driveway after mowing

57.5

30.0

2.5

10.0

Stop using salt to melt ice

15.0

32.5

42.5

10.0

Compost leaves and grass
clippings in my yard

55.0

22.5

7.5

15.0

Compost leaves and grass
clippings at community program

15.0

52.5

15.0

17.5

Current Practice

Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements.
Statement

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Individual actions of average citizens have a significant impact on
water quality

42.5

45.0

7.5

5.0

It is the job of the city to keep stormwater off my property

20.0

42.5

35.0

2.5

In the Spring, the best way to get rid of road salt is to sweep it into
the street for the street sweeper

12.5

22.5

47.5

17.5

It’s okay to dump waste oil into a storm drain

2.5

0

10.0

87.5

It’s okay to dump waste oil into a gutter or ditch

2.5

0

10.0

87.5

Stormwater isn’t really a problem in this region and we have many
high quality streams and lakes to prove that point

2.5

7.5

47.5

42.5

Stormwater run-off is only a problem in urban areas

2.5

5.0

47.5

45.0

0

5.0

50.0

45.0

I would like to do more to prevent pollution but I’m not sure what I
should be doing

17.5

67.5

10.0

5.0

0It’s important that my neighbors think I have a nice lawn or garden

15.0

35.0

35.0

15.0

People living in suburban areas or in the country don’t have to worry
about stormwater pollution
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Group Stormwater Survey Results
Please select the following
information sources where
you have seen, heard or
read about stormwater.

City of Superior – Environmental Services
Focus Group Report – November 2011

Information Source

Response

Public service announcement or ad on television

52.5

Public service announcement or ad on radio

32.5

Newspaper article or ad

52.5

Television news or weathercast

47.5

Internet site

27.5

Materials distributed through schools

12.5

A flyer in a utility bill

57.5

A sign or billboard

12.5

A magazine article

30.0

Direct mail for my residence

37.5

Facebook or social network site

5.0

Regional festival or expo

10.0

Workshop or seminar

30.0
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We’d like to know what steps some of you have taken to prevent stormwater pollution. Who can
give us an example of some behavior that might have changed, some action you’ve taken to
prevent the pollution from occurring?
Fewer than half of the participants were able to name any one thing they had done to prevent problems
associated with stormwater pollution. Of those who had taken some step, tree planting was most often
mentioned. Some participants had installed rain gutters and downspouts, but most were likely this was an
effort to direct the rain water onto their lawns to cut down on sprinkling and keep their water bills lower,
rather than a deliberate attempt to stop stormwater runoff. The two people who had installed a rain barrel
used any water collected for their flower and vegetable gardens. Just one person had installed pavers, but
indicated it was an attempt to add another parking spot.

Did you take these steps knowing that they would help improve water quality, or was there
some other reason?
As mentioned above, the participants who had taken some initiative did not do so specifically to aid any
improvement in water quality.

We’d like you to think for a moment about some of the things people do around their house or
property that might contribute to pollution, and whether you think there should be some
enforcement steps taken to prevent them or stop them from continuing this behavior.
As with previous focus groups convened to discuss stormwater, its effects and possible remedies, this
particular topic generated the most debate among participants. “If you’re telling people with limited
incomes to stop what they’re doing or fix something that’s wrong, where are we going to get the funding.
We’re already struggling to keep food on the table, buy Christmas presents or go on vacation. It would be an
issue to me because I’m struggling to keep my kids fed and my house safe. Other things might be important,
but I can’t change without suffering even more than I am.” That sentiment was shared by many others who
believe “it is not the job of the city to hold a club over people’s heads.”
Each of the groups spent more time talking about city enforcement and some of the problems they believe
would arise. “From what I’ve seen it’s hard enough to get people to stay in this town without cracking down
on those of us who can’t afford any more. Some are lazy, sure, but if you strong arm people they’re just
going to resent that. You can encourage me all you want, but unless you force me I am not going to change.
If it has to come out of my pocket, I might do it, but I’m going to expect to be paid back for it.”
Each group also discussed the possibility of city grants for homeowners and businesses to assist in efforts to
make changes in their properties to combat runoff and pollution. “People are all about ‘what’s in it for me?’
and ‘what can this do to improve my life as opposed to what it means to the earth and environment?’”
Although there was some discussion about issues other than the control of runoff – some were insistent that
the city could do a better job of enforcing garbage collection – many suggested that with city staff
reductions there weren’t enough staff or financial resources to make certain everyone was following the
rules. Some questioned whether citizens would really know what to do if a pool of money was provided.
Most of the remaining conversation on this topic stayed with government and whether it would become an
unnecessary burden and threat. “I’d rather see freedom of choice.”
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“There are bigger fish to fry and for tax dollars to go to than to enforce some of these issues. And, if we
make the improvements, all they’ll do is raise my taxes. I don’t like people telling me what to do. I work hard
for my money and I should be able to spend it how I choose. Of course, if there’s a credit I might be more
inclined.”
“With the economy the way it is, this isn’t a priority. If it’s important, let government or the utilities figure
out how we can get this done. January 1st is just around the corner and they’re about to tack on another $11
to our bills for valves or some such. I think it’s outrageous. Don’t come back and tell me I still have to do
more. It’s not that I don’t want to or am not willing. But if you think this is a priority, give me something in
return.”

Public Awareness
All participants were provided with a copy of the July 2011 City of Superior Stormwater Newsletter, the
front of which is shown below. The newsletter has been reduced in size for this report.

How many of you have seen a copy of this
or other stormwater newsletters before?
19 of the 42 panel members indicated they had
seen either this or a previous copy of the
newsletter. “Does this get mailed to everyone’s
home?”

How many of you generally take the time
to read the newsletter of other
information included in your stormwater
bill?
Just 9 participants said they had read a copy of
the newsletter. “I get the bills, but I don’t think
I’ve seen one of these in my bill. Now that I
know it’s in there, I might be more apt to look
for it.”

What topics or information would you like
to see included in the newsletter or other
materials sent to residents?
“I think any helpful hint works, provided you
include it almost constantly as a reminder.”

“Maybe if they printed articles on what the city was doing to keep it clean and improve conditions with the
tax dollars we’re giving them.”
Each of the groups did spend some additional time discussing how the newsletters might be improved so
readership would increase. Some of the changes involved changes in distribution, although there was no
widespread consensus. “It needs to be more eye-catching.” “Maybe they should insert it into the newspaper
on a regular basis since nobody really reads the bill stuffers.” .
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There are many ways to receive information. How do you generally prefer to receive information
about things the city is doing that impacts you?
There was no consensus of opinion on how best to deliver information to the groups. While some favored
articles periodically placed in newspapers, others doubted whether people really take the time to read
articles. “Maybe Manney’s Shopper would be better than the Telegram. Put the newsletters in there.” The
groups seemed to agree there wasn’t a need for a monthly newsletter.
Television was preferred by some, provided the stories were news and not just announcements.
Email and social network sites were discussed, but no one favored their use. “I get too much email the way it
is now. I don’t think I want anything more.”
The internet and city’s website was viewed as a source, but many doubted whether citizens would go in
search of news or updated information.
Direct mail was rejected almost universally.
“Maybe if you just put stuff out at grocery stores or libraries. People who have an interest can pick it up. But,
don’t put it in my grocery bag automatically. If I want it I’ll take it. Give it to kids. You want a new market, sell
it to the kids.”

Municipal Activities
How many of you believe the city is doing a good job protecting the environment through
prevention programs? Maybe you think the city is doing a poor job. Is it important to you that
the city comply with all environmental and pollution laws?
“I think the city made a big mistake when it went to once-a-year pick-up of stuff like appliances. That was
stupid. Maybe they’re less concerned with pollution. But they spend money on a lot of other things and this
would be a better use of resources in my opinion.”
“We need to do a better job letting people know what to do with their old appliances and junk. If the dump
wasn’t so expensive there wouldn’t be all this junked appliances around town.”
While the question in each case was met with instant responses characteristic of those above, the
conversation did settle in on whether citizens had any real basis with which to decide whether the city was
doing a good or bad job. “How would we know? How can we judge? Maybe they’re doing the best they can
with what they’ve been given. I don’t think the city has enough workers to do everything anymore. Our last
mayor wiped out a lot of good stuff and good programs that could have helped.”
Although there was some support for the opinion stressed above, others took a more cautious tone. “You
have to have citizens that will play by the rules. We won’t ever have enough city workers to monitor
everyone or everything. We need to take personal responsibility for our actions.”
There was more discussion about what citizens could do to assist the city. “There are lots of folks that go to
WLSSD, but for some that’s a problem.” “It would be better for us if there was a convenient site here rather
than Duluth and WLSSD. I had to spend $200 to get rid of a television once. Now I just put them in my
garage sales instead. The city doesn’t make it cheap to dispose of things.”
Concerning whether the city itself was doing enough to control pollution, one participant offered a final
thought: “You hear stories about faults in the stormwater system, but what are we supposed to do in the
face of budget cuts that were imposed on us. Maybe we do need to limit building permits in some areas to
prevent the problems that have been occurring.”
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Let’s talk a little about one city effort: street sweeping. What do you think of the city’s overall
performance?
“Where do they do that? I haven’t seen one.” While there were a few panel members who believe the city
does a fairly decent job of keeping the streets clean, most participants shared similar comments with the
one opening this section.” Others indicated they had no foundation upon which to base an opinion. “I
sometimes see the big orange trucks in my neighborhood, but I don’t know how to judge the quality of the
job they’re doing. I’ve seen them on some side streets that don’t have curbs and it looks like they’re just
picking up gravel from the side. Maybe they should leave it on the street and stop creating even more
potholes.”

How many of you know what the city does with the material it picks up during street sweeping?
Few participants had any idea what the city does with the material. “I don’t doubt that they do a good job of
dumping it in a safe place, but does anyone know where that is?” There were some participants who said
they believe the material was being dumped by the lakeshore, while others thought it was being dumped
near the university area. “I think they dump it wherever they can, I don’t believe they have one spot.”

The city has finished its grass mowing operations for the year. How would rate the overall
performance over this past season?
Most of the participants who chose to comment on his topic offered generally negative comments, believing
the city did not cut nearly enough. However, most attributed the lack of effort to a lack of manpower. “We’d
all be more satisfied if there was staff in place to maintain the trails and the parks, but there isn’t.” Others
suggested “if we have it, they should maintain it.”

One of the areas the city cuts is along the streams in the community. Which do you think is a
better practice: mowing up to the water’s edge, or leaving a buffer between the area that’s
mowed and the water’s edge?
All participants believed it was best to leave a buffer.

At this point in the discussion, each participant was asked to review a series of photographs. Each was
presented separately and all participants were asked for their initial response. The materials are
presented on the following pages in the order in which they were presented to the participants. A
sampling of panelist responses follows each of the handouts. The comments are presented in the order
they were offered during each of the three sessions.
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“There are big clumps of grass.”
“They should be picked up and raked, maybe composted.”
“I think it looks great.”
“It looks sloppy. The grass should be picked up.”
“This gives me a generally negative impression because it’s obvious they’re not cutting the grass enough.”
“It’s another example of poor maintenance. It needs to be cut sooner and you can still leave the clippings on
the ground.”
“It’s dirty, messy and there are just too many grass clippings.

How many of you had a generally positive first reaction to the photo?
18 of the 42 panel members had a positive reaction initially. Most based that opinion on the trash bins,
playground equipment, trees and the fact that the grass had been cut.

How many of you have a generally negative first reaction to the scene in the photo?
20 of the 42 participants had a negative first impression.
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“To me it looks like they put up the sign to make an excuse for what they’re doing by not cutting as often.”
“I don’t believe it’s a good explanation.”
“It now explains to me why they do what they do. I’m satisfied.”
“It makes sense, but I wonder how much pet waste might still be in some of those clumps of grass.”

How many of you who had a generally negative first reaction to the first park photo have now
changed your mind based on what your read in the sign photo?
Overall, 7 of the 20 panel members with a negative initial reaction changed their minds. Those who did not
offered some additional opinions to bolster their position.
“”If you’re moving somewhere and you come to a community to size things up, no matter what that sign
says you see the condition of their parks and you take away a negative reaction. It registers. You go
somewhere else and see that park maintenance is important.”
“People drive by and they see the park. They don’t take time to stop and read the signs.”

How many of you leave your lawn in the condition you saw in that first photo?
Not a single person indicated they follow a similar practice.
“I like to leave my lawn a little longer than most of my neighbors, but I keep it cut at that longer length and if
there’s any clippings I either rake them or mulch them into the lawn.”
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“What an eyesore.”
“It doesn’t look like it’s holding anything back.”
“I’d be mad if that was my neighbor.”
“Are they trying to keep the dirt out and the logs in”
“This is a failure. You should never do a half-assed job.”
“They clearly did not do the job right. They obviously needed a better barricade.”
“Looks to me like they tried to prevent runoff, but it blocked some things so maybe it’s doing its job.”
“Couldn’t this have been done better with some other kind of materials.”

How many of you had a positive initial reaction?
5 of the participants thought the contractor or project manager did a good job in trying to prevent runoff.

How many of you had a negative reaction?
28 of the panel members had a negative first reaction.

If it were up to you, maybe you were an official in charge, what would you have done about this?
Few of the panel members offered any option, indicating they did not have enough knowledge base to
determine whether any violation had been committed or whether there was any recourse for the condition
shown in the photo.
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We’re coming into winter, a time when the city will begin plowing snow along our streets and
roadways. This is also the time of year when the city will begin applying various materials to
control ice buildup. Are you aware of what the city uses and whether the materials have any
detrimental effect on the environment? And, are you concerned about what’s being used – or are
you more concerned that streets are kept clear of ice and snow build-up?
Generally speaking, the panel members believe city crews do a “decent job of keeping streets open with the
resources that are available.” Some of the younger women in the groups who have children in elementary
school believe a better job could be done clearing sidewalks near schools so children don’t have to walk in
the streets.
Most of the respondents believe the city limits itself to a basic salt-sand mixture, although a few also
believed some other “chemical” compound was occasionally applied to streets and highways. There was a
sense that more salt was applied to major thoroughfares while neighborhood streets got a greater
percentage of sand.
There was only mild concern expressed about the environmental effects of the materials being used by the
city. “”Take a look at what it does to our cars and that answers the question about whether it’s good for the
environment.”
The more typical responses were: “What’s more important, cars and safety or the environment. I think most
of us would choose safety, unless there’s some environmentally friendly alternative.” “No one is really
concerned about what they use as long as it’s effective. If it was a little less corrosive to our cars that would
be fine. But, it’s a trade-off.”
The participants briefly talked about what they had heard other cities were using, including spray
compounds, some of which contain beet juice, but doubted whether the new materials were a fit for all
communities. “There might be some proof that new sprays last longer and aren’t prone to freeze as fast, but
I’m not certain about its overall effectiveness compared with what I expect is a much higher cost than what
we use now.”

Does anyone have an idea what the city does with the snow and ice is picks up after a heavy
snowfall or at other times when crews clean-up after plowing?
There were only two of the panel members who offered any though about what the city was doing with the
material. One participant believed the city had a demonstration project in place near Murphy Oil while
another believed the city was dumping the material near the Wisconsin Indianhead Technical Center.
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Finally, several times tonight some of you mentioned fees, although we didn’t spend much time
discussing them. If there was a fee associated with some changes homeowners or the city might
take to improve things how much would you be willing to pay each month if it solved a problem?
There was no real consensus of opinion. Some favored a small fee, others were adamantly opposed.
“If it results in lower overall taxes, I think that’s fine. I might be willing to pay a small fee for that. But, I don’t
know what we’re talking about so I can’t offer an opinion.”
“I don’t think anyone would pay more taxes to help the city address an issue. Our taxes are too high now.”
“I take responsibility for my behavior and I expect others to do the same. We can’t control bad behavior.
People fudge things now because they can’t afford to do things even if it improves things. Some people are
just going to continue doing what they do anyway.”
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Before we conclude we want to give you an opportunity to comment about anything you choose,
whether it’s about something we’ve talked about tonight or any other topic you’d like the city to
know more about.
“If I wanted information, I really had no idea where to look to get it.”
“The city is fixing parks for kids and are doing a better job. But, how much money they can spend is an
issue.”
“I think they need to plow streets faster. And, I think they use too much salt and sand at times.”
“If people are billed on the amount of impervious surface they have, is there a system to reward people for
taking action to improve things? If I put gutters up, can they take something off my taxes. I’ve done
something positive. How about a homeowner credit?”
“The city is short-handed. Generally, they do a good job, but we can see deterioration taking place across
the city little by little.”
“There’s a shortage of funds and manpower. They do what they have to do, but there’s not a luxury to work
overtime. Federal, state and locals only have so much money. Costs are going up and there’s a general lack
of funds to make ends meet.”
“They try to control property taxes, but they’re hitting us with fees all the time. I prefer a little higher
property taxes than all the added fees.”
“I think if you provide the education people will change.”
“The separation of sewers and storm runoff is a big thing. I’m sorry it took so long and that’s it’s costing so
much now because of the mandates. People can’t keep bailing out their basements and we can’t keep
overflowing treatment plants in to the lake. We value our quality of life and we need to do more to protect
what we have.”
“We need to have more out-of-the-box thinking. See what others are doing and draft some new ideas for
us.”
“Education is key. What are our priorities? Let’s set them and go down the list.”
“Businesses should pay more for the pollution they provide.”
“I’m not aware of the consequences about things that are being suggested as being bad. The city needs to
do a better job of informing us what the results are of our actions.”
“The city needs to do more to alert us to problems. Try different approaches because what they have been
doing isn’t working.”
“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Do some preventive work and it will cost less as a result.
You see erosion, take steps to control it or it will get worse.”
“We need a better educational effort to inform us about what to do to assist the environment and how to
make the city better and safer for all of us. Attempt solutions that are feasible even if it has some small
incentive tied to it. Let people know how effective their corrective actions are. They can make a difference.”
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